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Romans 7: 15 – 25a       

Matthew 11: 16 – 19, 25 – 30 
 

“I’M GONNA LAY MY BURDENS DOWN” 
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INTRODUCTION: “Come to me all you labour and are heavy laden…I had this text on my 
wall – a Sunday School prize. In the days before posters, my Sunday School teacher gave a 
ten year old this text to hang on his wall? Did they consider what it would mean to a ten 
year old boy? What burdens did he have that Jesus could lift? But I remember it. It was 
only much later as an adult that I saw its relevance for my life. 
 
This text may be a favourite for some of you too. As you might expect there is more to this 
text than what appears at first– just as there is more to understanding the Bible than to 
pick out isolated texts on which to hang our hopes of God. So my invitation this morning is 
to listen to this text and be prepared to hear it afresh. 
 
1. Take my yoke upon you: First of all, the primary thrust of what Jesus is saying here 
is not directed toward people who have just any kind of difficulty. By “all you that are 
weary and are carrying heavy burdens,” or an older translation, “who labor and are heavy 
laden,” Jesus is not referring to life’s ordinary problems – such as too many bills, or being 
unemployed, or sick, or having ungrateful kids, a hard life, or whatever. That’s not what 
he’s talking about here. Jesus is talking quite specifically to and about those who are 
seeking God, and a relationship with God. He is addressing the religiously exhausted and 
weary.  Those Paul was speaking of in the Romans reading, who have tried all of the usual 
ways of finding some peace with God and have achieved only frustration and emptiness. 

The real clue to this is the fact that a yoke was a common symbol for the Law of Moses, 
especially for the details of the law and the minute, ever-expanding demands of the 
legalism of much of the religion of the time. This is why Jesus says that the wise and 
intelligent, that is, the religious leaders and socially positioned, have missed the point.  

The yoke of the Pharisees was their demand that you have to do this and this and this 
exactly right in order to matter to God, in order to be a decent person, in order to be loved 
or counted significant by God. Jesus rejects that yoke, even though it was the yoke of the 
wise and intelligent and the holy people of his time. 
 
That yoke, the yoke of seeking God by keeping the rules, by doing what somebody or 
everybody else says is the thing to do, by trying to get it right all the time and so living 
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constantly in fear of getting it wrong, that yoke leads those who wear it to “labor and be 
heavy laden.” It leads to living in what Paul just called “this body of death.” It leads to 
religion and a life of fearful obedience to a multitude of petty dictates where the spirit is 
deadened, and where even some measure of success is more likely to lead you into self-
righteousness than into the heart of God. 

But that is what many of us learned in church was the Christian way. You have to be 
obedient to please God. That is what Paul was struggling with when he said I can will what 
is right but I cannot do it. (Romans 7:18) But Paul now knows that such a demand did not 
bring him to God or God to him. It was a yoke that was a burden of such magnitude that 
Paul end up exclaiming - Wretched man that I am! Who will deliver me from this body of 
death?    

Then he provides the answer - Thanks be to God through Jesus Christ our Lord!   The same 
Jesus who said to his disciples - Come to me all you that are weary and carrying heavy 
burdens, and I will give you rest. (Matthew 11:28)  

We are invited to come, not to a new law, not to a new teaching, not to a secret 
interpretation or a hidden loophole, not to a book, not to a list of do’s and don’ts; but “to 
me.” Come to Jesus himself. 

It’s a call to relationship – to relationship with Jesus and to relationship with the 
community that continues Jesus’ life and ministry down the passage of the years. That is 
the yoke of Jesus. Not laws and rules but Jesus himself. That is, his perfect life; his 
obedience; his achievements before God; his goodness; his defeat of death; his 
resurrection and all given to us when we take his yoke upon ourselves.  

Jesus calls his yoke “easy.” Now, that’s an unfortunate English word; it makes it sound like 
everything’s a snap, that very little effort or energy is required to do it. The New English 
Bible’s translation is better: It reads, “My yoke is good to bear.” The point is that it fits, it’s 
the right size, so it works – it leads to God, and it brings with it wholeness and what the 
Scriptures call “salvation”- with a peace that can be found nowhere else. 

The rest that is promised is not the rest of inactivity, putting up your feet and doing 
nothing. Jesus did not come to abolish our obligation to God, but to provide a new way of 
fulfilling it. Take my yoke upon you and learn from me. This metaphor is rich in meaning. 
When Jesus says learn from me he uses an Aramaic word that means not “pupils” but 
“apprentices.” From him they were to learn not only by listening but by watching and 
doing and by taking his achievements as our own. 
 
Thus the metaphor of the yoke has a new force! The yoke is not one that Jesus imposes 
but wears with us. You may remember that a yoke was a wooden instrument that yoked 
two oxen together and made them a team. In this image Jesus may be saying, “Become my 
yoke-mate and learn to bear the load by working beside me and watching how I do it. The 
work will be lighter when we do it together.”  
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Learning from Jesus involves paying attention to the fact that he is gentle and humble in 
heart. The service of God requires the spirit of gentleness and humility, as seen in Jesus. As 
apprentices we must watch closely how our master crafts his obedience to God. By doing 
so we will find rest for our souls – an end to the frenetic quest for ever new ways to serve 
God and find peace. In discipleship, there is an order and a peace because we have our 
priorities right.  
 
Come to me, all you that are weary and are carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you 
rest.  Is this promise of Jesus still valid? Does Jesus still give us rest? I say, ‘Yes.’  
 
Conclusion:  In a few minutes I will invite you to come and lay your burden down. Your 
burden represented by that stone you have been nursing since the beginning of the 
service. It may represent a burden you have been carrying for a long time or a recent one. 
In this action, I invite you regard it as offering it to God who in Jesus has promised to bear 
it with us. In the spirit of the Psalmist who said, “Cast all your burdens upon the Lord and 
he will sustain you. (Psalm 55: 22) 
 
As we sing the hymn TiS come forward in your own time and lay your burden down. This 
will be followed by a time of silence and the Prayers of the People. 

 


